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\ Introduction and description

omentous changes have
been taking place in East-

ern Europe during the past
year. Centrally planned
economies are becoming more
market oriented, and countries
that have hadlittle experience
of political or economic
freedom during the last 40
years are now attempting to
transform themselves by
setting up new structures.
Information technology (IT)
has had a significant influence
on these changes♥ television
broadcasting from the West
created powerful market
demands, and public switched
telephone and fax services
underminedtheold controls.
Similar changesare affecting
Western economies, also
catalysed by IT. Competition is
more intense, new markets are
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emerging, industry boundaries
are being redefined,
governmentsare dismantling
old controls and imposing new
ones, corporationsare seeking
new organisation structures,
managers are finding that
traditional assumptions about
their duties and powers are no
longer valid, and new patterns
of work andpleasure are
emerging. This is an age of
discontinuity, but also of
transformation and renewal.
It is against this background
that we are holding our annual
international conference in
Budapest, Hungary♥ thefirst
conferenceof its kind in
Eastern Europe. This is a
conferencefor senior managers
who want to look at their own
positionfrom afresh
perspective, to understand the
changes taking place in the
business world, especially
those being promotedbyIT,
andto gain somefresh ideas on
how the alert andfar-sighted
are responding.

Wehave assembled an
international panel of speakers
from a variety of backgrounds,
and wehavedeliberately
designed the programmeto
provide maximum opportunity
for delegates to review and
discuss their ideas.
The conferencewill start on
Sunday evening, 11 November,
and will end on Tuesday
afternoon, 13 November. On
the following day,there will be
asupplementary seminar,
presented by the International
Management Center, Budapest,
for those wishing to gaina
deeperinsight into the
problemsof setting up
free-market structures in
Eastern Europe and the
opportunites for Western firms.

In this brochure, we describe
the conference programme,
give details of the speakers,
and provide venue andtravel
information. The social
programmeis described ina
separate brochure. Your
conference registration form is
also enclosed.

 



\ Conference agenda

IIbCCR MN COhuCs tion

Welcome cocktail and informal
dining parties
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AVoyeeNas e-BNCoheotlioe

The Long-Term Impactof
Technology
Thierry Gaudin (France)

European Trends in
Information Management
Roger Camrass(United
Kingdom)
New Success Factorsfor
Information Systems Managers
John Hammitt (United States)
Technology Supportfor
Strategic Management
Giorgio De Michelis (Italy)
Opportunities in Eastern
Europe
Mark Palmer (United States)

 

Tuesday 13 November

Information Management in
Eastern Europe
Tibor Vamos (Hungary)
Networking, and the Shape of
Future Corporations
David Stone (Switzerland)
Telecommunications
Regulations ♥ A Frameworkfor
Progress
Sir Bryan Carsberg (United
Kingdom)
People, Organisations, and the
Future ofWork
Charles Handy (United
Kingdom)
Global Problems and Global
Solutions
David Butler (United Kingdom)



 

The Long-Term Impact of Technology

Thierry Gaudin
Director, CPE
French Ministry of Industry and Research

hhroughouthistory, there Thierry Gaudin is a
have been periodsof great polytechnicien, ingénieur

change that have transformed général des mines. Heis also
society. Today, weareliving president of CRET, a
through just such a period.In non-government body
this session, Thierry Gaudin promoting the use of
will give his views on the technology in developing
profound impactof IT in countries.
creating the 21st century.
Thierry Gaudin has been in the
French Ministry of Industry
and Research for many years,
concerned with the
developmentofpolicies for
technical innovation. Since
1982, he has been director of
the Centre de Prospective et ©
d☂Evaluation (CPE), evaluating
worldwide technological
development. His book, Aurore
2100, will be published in
October.
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European Trendsin Information
Management

Roger Camrass
Director, Butler Cox

jhe dual prospect of
European market

integration, and expanding
links with Eastern Europeis
challenging manytraditional
businesspractices. In
particular, these changes are
likely to challenge the viability
of many national companies
within larger multinational
corporations. They may also
precipitate a multitude of
mergers and acquisitions,
which could halve the number
of major independent
companies by the year 2000.
These changesare stimulating a
fundamental re-examination of
the existing infrastructure
within Europe,including
telecommunications,
transportation, and office
premises.
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In this presentation, Roger
Camrasswill identify the
implications of these
developments on both the
systems function and the IT
supply sector. These include
harmonisation of
infrastructure across national
boundaries and the
coordination of pan-European
applications. He will propose a
new approachto organising
systems activity, and an
associated agendaofpriorities
for the 1990s.
Roger Camrassis a director of
the Butler Cox Group.
Previously responsible for
international consultancy
activities, he has recently
relocated to The Netherlands to
take on responsibility for the
developmentof the Group☂s
business in the Benelux
countries in preparation for the
single European market. He
holds degrees from Cambridge
University and the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.



 

 

New Success Factors for Information
Systems Managers

John Hammitt
Vice President, Information Systems
United Technologies Corporation

oday, IT gives systems
managers an unprecedented

opportunity to contribute to the
successof our business and
public institutions, yet actual
results often fall short of those
promised. During this
presentation, John Hammitt
will discuss the forces affecting
the successful exploitation of
IT. Starting with those forces
over which wehavelittle
control ♥ the broad business
context ♥ he will then examine
those that we can influence ♥
the selection of key business
opportunities, the talent within
our corporations, and the
leadership needed to produce
results. He will propose a new
set of critical success factors
for systems managers.
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Based in Hartford, Connecticut,
United Technologies
Corporation designs and
manufactures high-technology
products, including Pratt &
Whitneyaircraft engines,
Sikorsky helicopters, and Otis
elevators. John Hammitt joined
thefirm in 1988 andis
responsible for implementing
corporate strategies for
information systemsin the
commercial, manufacturing,
engineering, and advanced
technology areas of the
business.
A chemical engineer by
training, John Hammitt holds
an MBA from the University of
Chicago. He is the current
presidentof the Society for
Information Management.
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Technology Support for Strategic
Management

Professor Giorgio De Michelis
University of Milan

he traditional bureaucratic,
monolithic corporations of

the past, trading with a few
clearly defined products in
clearly defined markets, are
being replaced by highly
differentiated, constellation
companies responding with
many productsor services to
rapidly changing market
opportunities. It therefore
becomesincreasingly difficult
to align strategies for
organisation development,
humanresources, and
technology with the overall
business strategy. Today☂s
corporations need newtools to
enable them to analyse and
control their multidimensional
strategies. In this presentation,
Professor De Michelis will
discuss the latest developments
in software and applications
that enable managersto get a
grip on this problem.
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Giorgio De Michelis is associate
professor of information
science at the University of
Milan, andis one of the
founding partners of RSO
Futura, the company that
represents the Butler Cox
Foundationin Italy. He is
responsible for research in the
fields of concurrent systems
(within the Esprit DEMON
project), and office automation
(within the Esprit ITHACA
project). He has developed a
language for representing
organisational processes, and a
prototype system for
coordinatingoffice activities.
Heis co-founderof Lito, the
first newsletter in Italy
concerned with technological
and organisational innovation.  
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Opportunities in Eastern Europe

Mark Palmer
President and Chief Executive
Central European Development Corporation

ast Central Europeis the
new frontier for Western

business. While the
restructuring of these
countries☂ economies during the
next threeto five years will be
difficult, the medium- and
longer-term pictureis clear and
positive. Annualrates of
growth of 6 per cent or more,
sustained over a decade, are
possible. Mark Palmerwill
explore these ideas and outline
the opportunities for
internationalbusiness. He will
also discuss the implications
for, and importanceof, IT in
this context.
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A graduate in Soviet affairs
from Yale University, Mr
Palmerhas had a distinguished
career in the United States *
Foreign Service. Between 1982
and 1986, he was Deputy
Assistant Secretary of State in
charge of USrelations with the
Soviet Union, and was US
Ambassador to Hungary from
1986 to 1990.
The Central European
Development Corporationis an
investment group of leading
Canadian and American
businessmen,with offices in
Budapest, Prague, Berlin, and
NewYork.
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Networking, and the Shape of Future
Corporations
David Stone
Corporate Vice President, International Engineering and
Strategic Resources
Digital Equipment Corporation

eea purely technical
standpoint, international

networking is now possible
across the world, but a
worldwide infrastructure is not
yet complete, for both economic
andlegal reasons. Service
levels therefore vary widely
from country to country.
However, technical progressis
reducing economic barriers and
making networkseasier to
install, operate, and use. At the
same time, capability and
quality are improving and costs
remain reasonable. In this
presentation, David Stone will
examineinternational
networking, emphasising
longer-term trends and
providing insights for those
who hope and plan for a more
interconnected world.
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In his strategic resourcesrole,
David Stoneis responsible for
planningthe courseofDigital
Equipment Corporation
(Europe) through to the next
century, and for ensuring that
it has the proper partners,
technology, and markets. He
joined Digital in 1970, and has
held a succession of
managementpositions in the
software services and
engineering areas.
He is a mathematics graduate
of Harvard University, and
holds an MSc from the
University of Pennsylvania.
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Telecommunications Regulations ♥
A Frameworkfor Progress

Professor Sir Bryan Carsberg
Director General, UK Office of Telecommunications

n most countries, the
telecommunications

infrastructure has traditionally
been provided by state-owned
organisations. Theeffect of this
has beento create a tightly
regulated set of services,
operating within national
boundaries, which place
constraints on the use of
telecommunications as a
businesstool.
In the 1980s, the UK
government adopted a more
liberal approach byprivatising
British Telecom and
introducing competition, and
other countries are now
following this pattern. Using .
the United Kingdom as an
example, Sir Bryan will review
the regulatory position in
various countries, and will
illustrate how a suitably
regulated infrastructure can
remove traditional constraints
andprovide a frameworkfor
business progress.
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AsDirector General of the
Office of Telecommunications
in the United Kingdom since
1984, Sir Bryan is responsible
for ensuring that the level and
quality of telecommunication
servicesis sufficient to meet
demand,that effective
competition is maintained, and
that complaints are resolved.
Previously, he was Professor of
Accounting at the University of
Manchester anda visiting
professor at the University of
California. He has a degreein
economics. He received his
knighthoodin 1989.
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People, Organisations, and the Future of
Work

Professor Charles Handy

N=organisations will be
radically different from

traditional organisationsof the
past. The ways we work, the
work wedo, where we work,
and when weworkareall going
to change. These changeswill
occur in many directions, and
all at the same time. What
economics makes necessary,
technology now makespossible.
The new organisationswill not,
however,be either easy to
create or stable. The prospects
are daunting, but we cannot
turn ourbackson the future;
the more weare preparedforit,
the better.
Charles Handyis a well known
writer, teacher, and
broadcaster. Heis visiting
professor at the London
Business School, and a
consultant to a wide variety of
organisationsin the business,
government, and voluntary
sectors.
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His teaching has concentrated
on the application of
behavioural science to
organisations, covering the
managementof change, the
theory and practice of
organisational development,
the future of work, and the
changes that demography and
technologyare bringing to
organisations andto all our
lives. He is the author of many
books, the most recent being
TheAge ofUnreason.
In 1987,he led an international
study of management education
and developmentfor the
British government, which
made searching comparisons.
betweenpractice in Britain,
Germany, the United States,
and Japan.
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Global Problems and Global Solutions

David Butler
Chairman, Butler Cox

he final decadeofthis
century, and the early

yearsof the next, seem likely to
mark a decline in the
acceptability of political and
moralideologies, at least in the
non-Islamic world. In Eastern
Europe, we have already
witnessed a revulsion from
central planning and control. In
the rest of the developed world,
weare beginning torealise that
the market economy must take
accountof local and global
environmental questions. These
will be the years of
pragmatism, the years in which
the interests of the individual
citizen will comecloser to
rivalling those of the power
elite.
In this final session, drawing on
the themes that have emerged
from earlier speakers, David
Butler will examine someof the
future prospects for our
societies. How will they manage
the mostdifficult of trade-offs,
that between freedom and
equality? He will argue that the
dominantphilosophy of the
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period,tacitly or openly
embraced,will be utilitarianism
♥ the promotion of the greatest
good for the greatest number ♥ .
andhewill outline a central
role for IT in the calculus of
humanbenefit.
Global problems will demand
global solutions. Global
solutions will arise from global
information. Will the computer
save the human race?
David Butler was one of the
co-foundersof Butler Cox, and
is well knownas a researcher,
writer, and consultant. As well
as being chairman of Butler
Cox, he is a director of AT&T
ISTEL, of Octagon Services Ltd
(a venture capital company),
and of JMI Seed Capital Ltd. He
is an investment adviserto the
United Bank of Kuwait. He has
been a major contributor to
many Butler Cox Foundation
reports. His first novel, The
Men Who Mastered Time, was
published in 1986.

  



 

 

Supplementary Seminar:
Problems and Opportunities in Eastern Europe

On Wednesday, 14 November,
we havearranged a
supplementary seminar,in
conjunction with the
International Management
Center, Budapest, which will
enable delegates to examinein
greater detail the problems of
creating free-market economies
in Eastern Europe,and the
resulting opportunities for
foreign investment.
This seminar has been designed
especially for the Butler Cox
Foundation by the
International Management
Center.
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The topics covered include: To ensure an interactive format
for this seminar, attendance
will be limited to 45 delegates.
Please register for the seminar
whenyouregister for the
conference.

♥ Acomparative view of
people andculture,
East versus West.

- Moving from a centrally
planned to a market
economy.

♥ Industrial restructuring and
opportunities for foreign
investment.

♥ Case history ♥ IT company.
- Paneldiscussion.
The International Management
Center, Budapest,is the first of
its kind in Eastern Europe. Set
up in 1988 with extensive
Western support, its aim is to
promote in Hungary the
introduction of management.
knowledge and techniques
employed in a market economy.
It has modernfacilities in the
suburbs of Budapest andall
teaching is in English.
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Venue and Travel Details: Summary of Social Programme

The conferenceitself, and
delegates☂ accommodation,will
be in the DunaInter.Continental
Hotel. Overlooking the river
Danube,this is a five-star hotel
with internationallevels of
service andfacilities.

Mostflights between Budapest
and the main European capital
cities arrive and depart in the
early afternoon. Delegates will
therefore needto arrive not
later than Sundayafternoon,
and will probably not be able to
leave before Wednesday
morning.
Important: you will almost
certainly need a visa to enter
Hungary. These can normally
be obtained quickly and easily.
Contact your travel agent or
your local Hungarian embassy.

   FOUNDATI
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Westrongly recommend
delegates to maketheirflight
reservations well in advance,
particularly if they intend to
arrive on Saturday or Sunday.

 

programme

Wehavearranged the
conference programmeto give
delegates an opportunity to see
something of Buda and Pest,
and to meet local business
people and government
officials.
Informal dinnerparties have
been arrangedforall delegates
on the Sundayevening, and the
official conference dinnerwill -
be on the Mondayevening.
Delegates☂ companions are
welcome at both these events,
and we havealso arranged a
full social programme,details
of whichareset out in the
separate brochure.
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Wehavedesigned the
conference programmeto
appeal specifically to IT
directors and senior
information managers. We
suggest that they also invite
their senior colleagues from
outside the systems function,
since they may also derive
interest and value from
attending.
Foundation members who wish
to send delegates to this
conference should complete the
enclosed registration form and
return it to the address shown
on the form.
Theprice of the conference
package, which includes three
nights☂ accommodation,is
£400, or the equivalent in your
local currency. Thefull details
of whatthis includes, the prices
of the supplementary pre- and
post-conference packages, and
the companions☂rate, are set
out on the registration form.
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